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Abstract
Bulk metal surfaces patterned with arrays of sub-wavelength surface features can couple
incident light into localized plasmon modes, thereby modifying the intensity and phase of
reflected light. Beyond previously reported applications to colour control, we report on the
functionality of continuously metallic meta-surfaces for optical magnetic reflection, perfect
absorption, and active photonic switching/sensing.
Keywords: metamaterials, plasmonics
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

However, in the visible and infrared range, Joule losses in
metals become very significant and plasmonic resonances
play a crucial role in determining the optical properties of
metallic nanostructures. Here we extend our consideration
of plasmonic intaglio/bas-relief metamaterials to encompass
the full range of freedoms offered by such structures for the
manipulation of reflected intensity and phase in the optical
domain.

Over the past decade, plasmonic and metamaterial concepts
have extended our ability to manipulate light at visible and
near-infrared wavelengths far beyond anything possible in
naturally occurring media [1–3]. Many exotic phenomena
and novel applications have emerged, from optical negative
refraction [4–6] and perfect lensing [7, 8] to plasmonic
solar cells [9] and nanoscale photonic modulators [10,
11]. In general, metamaterials for the vis/NIR range
comprise arrays of discrete sub-wavelength resonators—
either metallic elements surrounded by dielectric, or
patterns of slots cut through metallic thin films. Notable
exceptions to this rule have recently been introduced in
the form of continuously metallic ‘intaglio’ and ‘bas-relief’
metamaterials (see figure 1), which bring frequency-selective
surface (FSS) functionality into the optical domain and
provide a flexible paradigm for engineering the spectral
response (colour) of metals without recourse to any form
of chemical modification, thin-film coating or diffraction
effects [12].
As [12] explains, FSS ideas of manipulating surface
electromagnetic properties through texturing date back more
than half a century in the microwave and radio frequency
domains, where metals behave as perfect conductors.

2. Plasmonic resonance modes
The interaction between surface plasmons at a metal–dielectric
interface and an external electromagnetic (EM) field
can produce surface EM modes called surface plasmon
polaritons (SPPs).The dispersion of these modes, for a flat
metal–dielectric interface, is given by the expression [13]:
s
ω
εm (ω)εd
kspp (ω) =
c εm (ω) + εd
where kspp is the SPP wavevector, ω is the EM frequency,
c is the speed of light in vacuum, and εm (ω) and εd
are the complex dielectric coefficients of the metal and
dielectric media, respectively. More complicated metallic
geometries (slots, ridges, particles, · · ·) support a wide variety
of either propagating or spatially localized surface plasmon
modes [14–17]. Momentum conservation conditions must be
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Figure 1. Controlling the colour of silver: normal incidence
reflection spectra for a silver surface patterned with intaglio
metamaterial arrays of crossed 300 nm slots (unit cell size 400 nm)
cut to a range of depths to achieve a variety of polarization- and
viewing-angle-independent colours as shown in the upper row of
optical microscope images, where each patterned (coloured) area
measures 20 µm × 20 µm and is surrounded by unstructured silver.
The inset shows an electron microscope image of a section of such a
meta-surface (viewed at oblique incidence).

satisfied for the coupling of light into propagating SPPs and
the optical properties of structures supporting such modes
are therefore strongly dependent on direction. In contrast,
localized surface plasmon resonances are relatively insensitive
to the incident angle of impinging radiation.
In the surface relief metamaterials discussed here and
in [12], the sub-wavelength structure and periodicity of ‘metamolecule’ unit cells excludes the generation of propagating
SPPs; the nanostructure efficiently couples and traps incident
light at resonant frequencies determined by meta-molecule
size and geometry, leading to strong absorption and local field
enhancement.
In what follows, numerical results are obtained from fully
three-dimensional finite element Maxwell solver simulations.
By modelling single meta-molecules with periodic boundary
conditions, calculations assume planar metamaterial arrays of
infinite extent; the analyses utilize established experimental
values of the complex dielectric parameters for gold [18],
exclude losses in dielectric media and assume normally
incident, narrow-band coherent illumination. In all cases,
metal films are optically thick (i.e. transmission is negligible)
and modifications of reflection spectra can therefore be taken
to correspond directly with changes in absorption.
Figure 2 shows simulated reflection spectra for complementary gold intaglio and bas-relief metamaterials with
simple unit cell structures comprising a single linear (intaglio)

Figure 2. Artistic renderings of complementary intaglio slot (a) and
bas-relief bar (b) metamaterials and corresponding numerically
simulated reflection spectra, (c) and (d) respectively, for incident
light polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the slot/bar features.
Dimensional details of the meta-molecule unit cells are shown inset
to (c) and (d); both plots also show the reflection spectrum of an
unstructured gold surface for comparison.

slot or (bas-relief) bar, for incident light polarizations parallel
(x) and perpendicular (y) to the long axis of the feature.
For the intaglio case (figures 2(a) and (c)), there is strong
resonant absorption of y-polarized light (perpendicular to
the slots), giving a reflection minimum at around 660 nm,
while x-polarized light is reflected almost as if no pattern
were present (its reflection spectrum is virtually identical
to that of an unstructured gold surface). These behaviours
are reversed by the corresponding bas-relief metamaterial
(figures 2(b) and (d)): in this case there is resonant absorption
of light polarized in the x direction (along the bars) while the
y-polarization reflection spectrum is broadly unperturbed by
the pattern.
As explained above, these modifications of reflection
spectra are attributed to the excitation of localized plasmons,
2
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Figure 4. (a) Maps of electric field intensity, relative to that of the
incident y-polarized field, for a unit cell of the intaglio slot
metamaterial presented in figure 2(c) at its 660 nm resonance (in the
y = 0 mirror symmetry plane of the cell and in a z-plane 5 nm below
the gold surface). (b) Computationally evaluated dispersion of the
phase change in electric field on reflection from the aforementioned
intaglio slot metamaterial for both x and y polarizations of normally
incident light. The phase change for light reflected from an
unstructured gold surface is also shown for reference.

Figure 3. (a) Scanning electron microscope images of a gold
intaglio slot metamaterial in plan and cross-sectional views.
(b) Optical microscope images of the sample under illumination
with x- and y-polarized light (as defined in part (a)). The patterned
area marked by the dashed corners measures 30 µm × 30 µm; the
surface outside this boundary is unstructured gold.
(c) Experimentally measured and corresponding numerically
simulated reflection spectra for the metamaterial structure shown in
part (a) for x and y polarizations of incident light. The reflection
spectrum of the unstructured gold sample surface is also shown for
comparison.

from the flat metal; while under y-polarized light it presents a
strong absorption resonance, centred in this case at ∼670 nm,
which markedly changes the colour of the metal.

which for highly anisotropic meta-molecules are strongly
dependent on the polarization of incident light. The raised
bars function as metallic nano-antennae backed by a metallic
wall and the charge density oscillates preferentially along
these features when driven by an external light field. As such,
the bas-relief metamaterial couples efficiently with the light
polarized along the long (x) axis of the bars. For intaglio
patterns, the slot serves as a metal–dielectric–metal (MDM)
‘waveguide’ supporting a gap plasmon mode that is resonantly
excited by light polarized perpendicular to the slot (i.e. in the
y direction).
Figure 3 illustrates an experimental implementation of
the anisotropic intaglio slot metamaterial considered above.
The pattern was fabricated by focused ion beam milling
in a 250 nm thick gold film deposited on an optically
polished fused silica substrate by thermal evaporation;
normal incidence reflection spectra were measured using a
microspectrophotometer. As prescribed by the simulations
above: under x-polarized light the metamaterial sample has
a reflection spectrum that is almost identical to that of
unstructured gold and as such is visually indistinguishable

3. Reflected phase manipulation
Figure 4(a) shows electromagnetic field maps of the above
intaglio slot metamaterial under illumination at the 660 nm
resonance with y-polarized light at normal incidence. Light is
trapped in the form of a gap plasmon mode and the magnitude
of the electric field is enhanced by a factor of up to ∼27, with
a maximum located at the top (open face) of the slot. It is
established that resonances occur in such cavities when the
cavity length is equal to an odd multiple of a quarter plasmon
wavelength due to boundary conditions requiring an electric
field node at the closed base (mirror) and an antinode at the
open top. Here the effective depth of the slot is one quarter
of the gap plasmon wavelength and as a consequence of this
resonance the metamaterial acts as a high impedance surface
(HIS) [19]. The phase of the reflected light (figure 4(b))
provides further insight into the effect of the plasmonic
resonance on surface impedance: for the y-polarization, which
couples strongly to the gap plasmon mode, the reflected phase
3
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varies dramatically around the resonance wavelength. Indeed,
it crosses zero, implying a reflected electric field with the
same phase as the incident field (as opposed to one shifted by
∼π relative to the incident field, as is the case for reflection
from an unstructured metal and in this instance for x-polarized
light). In this range the continuously metallic metamaterial
functions as a high impedance surface, or ‘optical magnetic
mirror’ [20] for the y-polarization.
Optical magnetic mirrors impose extremely unusual
electromagnetic boundary conditions: rather than reversing
the electric field of a light wave upon reflection, they reverse
the magnetic field—an exotic behaviour with a number
of potentially useful applications; and while the emission
of an electric dipole is quenched when it is located in
close proximity to a normal electric conductor (due to the
presence of its mirror-image dipole), the radiation of a dipole
near a magnetic mirror is enhanced, presenting interesting
opportunities, for example, in molecular spectroscopy.
In the interaction between an incident plane wave and
an intaglio metamaterial, the unit cells of the latter act
as open resonators described by a resonant frequency and
‘quality factor’ Q. The reflection coefficient R is close to
unity off resonance and is characterized by sharp resonant dips
on-resonance. The resonant reflection coefficient is given by
the expression [21]:
R=

Figure 5. Impact of geometric parameters on the spectral response
of continuously metallic surface relief metamaterials: numerically
evaluated reflection spectra for gold intaglio slot metamaterials of
identical periodicity, slot length and slot depth (P = 400, L = 300,
D = 70 nm) but varying slot cross-section as illustrated in the inset.

4. Design freedoms: geometry and dielectric
environment
The optical properties of surface relief metamaterials are
dictated by geometric parameters including the in-plane size,
out of plane height/depth, anisotropy, cross-sectional shape
and periodic arrangement of features.
As illustrated above, the (an)isotropy of unit cells
determines the polarization dependence of optical properties.
The cross-sectional shape of slots/bars has a strong impact
on the spectral position and width of absorption resonances.
Consider for example, the intaglio slot pattern: the condition
for resonance is: Dkz (ω) + 1φ ∼ mπ + π2 , where D is the
depth of the slot, 1φ is the phase shift on (plasmon) reflection
at the base of the slot, kz (ω) is the component of the gap SPP
wavevector in the vertical (z) direction. The dependence of
resonance frequency on slot depth is clear. kz (ω) obviously
depends on the dispersion of the gap plasmon mode(s) and
numerous studies have previously addressed the significance
of slot shape here [17, 29–31].
If the cross-section of the slot is a rectangle, kz (ω)
is constant and its value can be determined from the
dispersion of the MDM structure. These support symmetric
and asymmetric modes, as defined by their electric field
distributions in the (y) direction perpendicular to the slot. The
coupling efficiency between incident radiation and localized
plasmons is proportional to the spatial and temporal overlap
of modes. In the present case, the air gap between the walls
of the intaglio metamaterial slot is typically only a few tens
of nanometres wide and the incident field is almost constant
across the gap, so only the symmetric mode can be efficiently
excited. As the slot becomes narrower (for fixed depth)
the confinement of the mode increases and its propagation
constant increases, leading to a red-shift in the absorption
resonance (see figure 5).
If the slot is not rectangular, the situation is more
complex. For example, figure 5 shows the reflection spectrum

−1 2
(−Q−1
leak + Qdiss )
−1 2
(Q−1
leak + Qdiss )

where Qleak and Qdiss are Q-factors responsible for,
respectively, the leakage and dissipation of the plasmonic
resonators. If the leakage and dissipation Q-factors are equal,
the reflection spectrum exhibits a pronounced resonant dip,
with R = 0. This is the so-called ‘critical coupling’ effect.
Where the sub-wavelength structure and periodic arrangement
of meta-molecule unit cells preclude any kind of diffraction or
polarization conversion, surface relief metamaterials can be
engineered to absorb light completely if designed in such a
way that the radiative decay rate of the resonance is equal
to the dissipative rate. Figure 2 illustrates how the simplest
intaglio and bas-relief metamaterials can achieve near-total
absorption at plasmonic resonances.
‘Perfect absorption’ has many potential applications,
from preventing crosstalk between optical interconnects
to controlling thermal emission [22]. Metamaterial perfect
absorbers have been proposed and achieved in various
frequency domains [23–26], and almost invariably comprise
meta-resonators separated from a metallic mirror backplane
by a thin dielectric layer. Wide-angle, near-perfect vis/NIR
absorption by structured metal surfaces has also been
demonstrated through the excitation of localized plasmons in
spherical cavities and gratings [27, 28]. Results here (figures 2
and 5) illustrate that perfect absorption may be achieved
through both indented and raised sub-wavelength patterns
with depths/heights of just a few tens of nanometres on
continuously metallic surfaces. Both isotropic and anisotropic
absorption for linearly polarized light can be achieved
through pattern geometry variation, and circular dichroism
may be realized by relief metamaterials with planar chiral
meta-molecules.
4
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Figure 6. Impact of meta-molecule pattern geometry on the
spectral response of continuously metallic surface relief
metamaterials: experimentally measured, polarization-independent
reflection spectra for single- and concentric-ring gold intaglio
metamaterials, sections of which are shown in the inset scanning
electron microscope images. The reflection spectrum of the
unstructured gold sample surface is also shown for comparison.

for an intaglio metamaterial comprising slots with a profile
tapering from w1 = 75 nm at the top to w2 = 25 nm at
the base. Its resonance lies at a wavelength shorter than
that of any rectangular slot of the same depth with a width
between w1 and w2 . Of course, the meta-molecule feature(s)
need not be linear or singly resonant, as the experimental
examples in figure 6 show. Circular rings deliver an isotropic,
polarization-independent absorption resonance; a second ring
inside the first adds a second (shorter wavelength) absorption
resonance, creating a low reflectivity band extending from
around 700 to 850 nm.
Figure 7(a) shows reflection spectra for a family of
intaglio metamaterials with identical slot sizes but different
periodicities. As the optical response of surface relief
metamaterials is attributed to localized surface plasmon
resonances, and the sub-wavelength arrangement unit cells
excludes diffraction effects, changes in the periodic spacing
of features impact primarily on the coupling between
neighbouring unit cells. As the spectra in figure 7(a) show, the
resonant wavelength is essentially unaffected by changes in
structural periodicity, but the resonance width decreases as the
spacing increases—a behaviour consistent with prior studies
of conventional (discrete split ring resonator array as opposed
to continuously metallic) metamaterials [32].
Also in keeping with conventional metamaterial forms,
the optical properties of surface relief metamaterials depend
critically on those of the adjacent dielectric medium. The
presence of a ‘cladding’ layer with a refractive index
n greater than unity beings about a substantial red-shift
in absorption resonance frequencies (figure 7(b)) and
points both to techniques for controlling, indeed actively
switching/tuning, the response of intaglio/bas-relief structures
using optically/electrically/thermally responsive functional
media [10, 33–36].

Figure 7. Impact of unit cell periodicity and dielectric environment
on the spectral response of continuously metallic surface relief
metamaterials: (a) numerically evaluated reflection spectra for gold
intaglio metamaterials with identical slot dimensions (L = 300,
w = 50, D = 70 nm) but varying meta-molecule cell size as
illustrated in the inset. (b) y-polarization spectra for the
metamaterial structure presented in figure 2(c) with and without a
100 nm thick cladding layer of refractive index n = 1.33.

5. Summary
In conclusion, we demonstrate that plasmonic metal surfaces
with indented or raised sub-wavelength relief patterns can
be engineered with considerable freedom to manipulate the
intensity and phase of light at visible and near-infrared
frequencies. The interactions of light with these continuously
metallic structures lead, via the excitation of localized
plasmonic modes, to a variety of field enhancement,
‘perfect absorption’, and optical magnetic mirror effects
with potential applications ranging from the control of
surface spectral response (for aesthetic/decorative purposes,
security tags, detection/tracking countermeasures) to photonic
switching/sensing, solar cells and the enhancement of
linear/nonlinear/emission behaviours in adjacent dielectrics.
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